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El dorado meaning in hindi

1 a position came to after assessing her decision to become a vegetarian based on what she recently learned about modern farming practice command, charge, commandment, decree, dictate, directive, edict, instruction, mandate, order, word judgment, disposition, doom, find, ruling, sentence selection, alternative,
selection of beliefs, conviction, eye, emotion, mind, notion, persuasion, sentiment, see 2 firmness or unwavering of one's purpose that the performer's resolution to win is incredible determination , decision, determination, determination, tenacity, granite, targeting, resoluteness, resolve, stick-to-itiveness doggedness,
obduracy, obdurateness, stubbornness, stubbornness, perseverance, stubbornness, toughness, tenacity security, certitude, trust, safety alacrity, zeal, gameness, emergency spine, strength, gravel, iron, pick, sand Page 2 Contexts ▼▲ The quality of being determined or having a strong will A firm decision to make or not
to make any action of solving a problem or contested matter The quality that allows a person to meet danger with tenacity A plan, or set of measures proposed or used to solve a problem A rule of conduct or action established by a governing authority An official agreement intended to resolve a dispute or conflict The
condition in which no further changes arises A treaty agreeing on peace A fundamental change of mind or belief A detailed examination of the elements or structure of any Action of opening , unfold or explain the manufactured result or effect of a particular process or event The action or process of correcting something
The action or process of dissolving or being dissolved A subject or general area of interest Mental information about a problem or mystery To what extent an argument or case is sound or convincing ... more ▼ ▲ The quality of being determined or having a strong will You must approach your next venture with resolution
if you are to succeed. A formal expression of opinion or intention agreed by a legislative body, or through a formal meeting Journalists adopted a resolution that could set the wheels in motion for industrial action. A firm decision to do or not to do something I have made a firm decision to train at least twice a week. The
action of resolving a problem or contentious issue We hope to come up with a quick resolution to the problem. The quality that allows a person to face danger with tenacity A plan, or set of actions proposed or used to solve a problem A last part of something, especially a period of time, an activity or a history A rule of
conduct or action established by a governing authority the degree of clarity in the presentation of an object , image or sound An official agreement intended to resolve an or conflict The condition as no further changes arises A treaty agreeing on peace A fundamental change of mind or faith A detailed examination of the
elements or structure of any action of opening, unfolding or explaining the produced result or effect of a particular process or event The action or process of correcting any action or process of dissolving or being dissolved A subject or general area of interest Mental enlightenment of a problem or mystery Fulfillment of
one's desires, expectations or needs, or pleasure derived from this To what extent an argument or matter is sound or convincing In a piece of literature, the resolution is the part of the plot of history in which the main problem is solved or prepared. The resolution occurs after the falling action and is usually where the story
ends. Another term for the resolution is dénouement, which comes from the French term dénoué, which means to loosen. The dramatic structure of a story, whether it's a Greek tragedy or a Hollywood blockbuster, usually contains several elements. Gustav Freytag, a German writer, identified five important elements —
exhibition, increasing action, climax, declining action and dénouement — that together form the dramatic arc of history. These elements can be plotted on a diagram, known as freytag's pyramid, with the climax at the top. The left side of the chart, including the exhibition and the rising action, represents the background
information and events that build towards climax, the point of greatest interest in the story and the point at which the protagonist usually undergoes a dramatic change or reversal of fate. The right side of the chart, including the declining action and dénouement, is what follows the climax. This is the part of the story where
conflicts are resolved and tension is unleashed. Often it is a catharsis of some kind, an emotional release that gives satisfaction to the reader. During dénouement, or resolution, questions and mysteries that arise during the course of history are usually - but not always - answered and explained. All complete stories have
a resolution, although the author does not reveal every last detail to the reader. Because each story has a resolution — whether the story is told through a book, film, or play — examples of resolutions are ubiquitous. The examples below help explain the role of the solution within the larger dramatic arc. In J.M. Barrie's
Peter Pan invites the titular hero - a young boy who loves adventure and never grows old - a group of London children to visit the fictional island of Neverland, a magical place for pirates and mermaids. The rising plot of the story consists of the children's many adventures, culminating in a battle between Peter Pan and a
one-handed pirate, the dreaded Captain Hook. that Peter defeated Captain Hook, Hook, take control of the pirate's ship and sail it back to London, where Wendy and the other children return to their home. This resolution brings the story back to where it began, the children safe and snug in their beds, away from harm.
They have learned a lot from their experience and have changed for it, but history has reached a point of stasis, having solved all the problems and conflicts created by the rising action. A very different resolution takes place in George Orwell's 1984. This dystopian novel, published in 1949, tells the story of Winston
Smith, a state employee whose curiosity about the work of the ruling party causes great trouble and misery. At the end of the book, Winston is an enemy of the state, and after he is captured by the Thought Police, he is sent to room 101, a torture chamber where victims are confronted with their worst fears. At the
prospect of being placed in a cage with rats, Winston is overwhelmed by panic and terror. His spirit broken, he finally betrays his lover, Julia, leaving his last piece of humanity in a last cry of surrender. Do it to Julia! he shouts and asks to be released. This is the highlight of the novel, the point at which Winston makes an
irreversible decision, one that marks a fundamental change in his character. Later, after his release, he sits alone in a café. He is no longer an enemy of the state, an opponent of the mysterious leader known as Big Brother. He's a completely different man: Two gin-scented tears trickled down the sides of his nose. But it
was fine, everything was fine, the fight was done. He had won the victory over himself. He loved Big Brother. The story ends in an unambiguous tone. It is, in a way, a classic resolution, eliminating any mystery about where Winston's allegiance lies. The man is defeated completely, and all the excitement that has driven
the novel is published. It is no longer a question of whether Winston will uncover the truth, or whether the party will stop him first. Finally, we have the answer. Copyright © 2020 Multiply Media, LLC. All rights reserved. The materials on this website may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise
used, except with the prior written permission of Multiply.    1 (noun) in the declaration senseDefinitiona formal opinion expression from a meeting the UN had adopted two major resolutions. Synonyms declaration The two countries will sign the Declaration of Peace tomorrow. verdict He tried to have the court order
overturned. proposals the government's proposal to abolish free health care Movement Conference is now discussing the proposal. Verdict The jury made a unanimous verdict. judgment The Court is expected to give its verdict within the next ten days. decree decrees related to marital propertySee examples of synonyms
2 (noun) in the sense decision to do somethingIt had been her decision to lose weight. Synonyms decision He is very much a man of decision and action. decide to enforce a settlement using troops intent She announced her intention to stand for parliament. laws if you make a promise, you should keep it. aims at a
research program that has not achieved its purpose Teachers are enthusiastic and have a sense of purpose. object The purpose of the exercise is to raise money for charity. determination A decision will be made about the future of the treaty. purpose a declaration of intent on arms controlSee examples of synonyms 3
(noun) in the sense determinationDefinitionfirmness or determinationHe implemented policies with resolution and single-mindedness. SynonymsSee examples of synonyms 4 (noun) in the form of solutionDefinition action of solving a peaceful solution to the crisisSynonymer solution the ability to sort out effective solutions
to practical problems ends The end justifies the means. settlement Our goal must be to ensure a peace solution. Outcome It is too early to predict the outcome of the race. Answer Just tagging a response error will not help student.working outsolving sorting outunravelling upshot So upshot is we go to lunch on Friday.Se
examples for synonyms Copyright © 2016 by HarperCollins Publishers. All rights reserved. Further synonymous feeling of goalDefinitionintention or purposeend research program that has failed to achieve its goalSynonymsHoly Grail (informal)in the sense of responseDefinitiona solution to a problemSall mark a response
error will not help the student. Explanation of synonyms
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